Fundamental properties of Q, M
§ 1. Introduction
The noncommutativity of the multiplication of observables is the fundamental fact in quantum theory. This leads to the realization of the observables as (in general) unbounded operators in a Hilbert space. One can assume that the observables form a ^-algebra. But already the fundamental procedure of Weyl quantization of classical observables leads to unbounded operators which cannot be multiplied in any cases. Communicated by H. Araki, August 1, 1988. * Naturwissenschaftlich-Theoretisches Zentrum, Sektion Mathematik, Karl-Marx-Universitat, 7010 Leipzig, Karl-Marx-Platz, German Democratic Republic. ** Naturwissenschaftlich-Theoretisches Zentrum, Sektion Physik, Karl-Marx-Universitat, 7010 Leipzig, Karl-Marx-Platz, German Democratic Republic.
) dq dp. if the integral is well-defined in a certain sense. Thus the twisted product is only defined for partial pairs /, g^^' 2 and therefore y' 2 has the structure of quasi ^-algebra which is isomorphic to the quasi *-algebra & (&, &") . This we had pointed out in [26 5 27] .
We repeat the fundamental facts in §4 and discuss the problem of extending the twisted multiplication.
In § §2, 3 we collect some basic properties of quasi *-algebras of operators and define the class of CQ,*-algebras, which are the natural generalization of C*-algebras to the case of unbounded operators.
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where / runs over F, k = Q 9 1,2,..., and the norm on the right-hand side is the usual operator norm.
Another explicitly given system of seminorms for the quasi-uniform topologies we get by using the decomposition 3F = ]T 0«^,-in eigenspaces je { of T(see (2.2) [18] .
We conclude this Section with a third characterization of the topologies on the operators.
They are defined by the following systems of seminorms, where (X) runs over all /V, A = 0, 1,2, ...
Since we supposed t i9 i = l, 2, . . . , to be integers, we have 2 t^2 = K<^oo. Therefore, we get e. g. for the seminorms of the topology T@ in (2.10) and (2.11) the estimation q^(A) <\\A\\^<q^ (A) • re 2 . In the same way one can prove the equivalence of the corresponding seminorms in (2.10) and (2.11). § 3. QM* -Algebras
One of the fundamental ingredients of the C*-and M^*-theories is the relation ^(Jf)=@i, i.e. the space @ : of all nuclear operators is the predual of the C*-algebra 3% (jff ) of all bounded operators on Jf. This property can be generalized to & (&,&') . For that first we describe the set @ : (S) of the nuclear operators associated to a rigged Hilbert space [28] :
Let ||jo||i = ^(iO + |0) 1/2 be the trace-norm on the nuclear operators, then by £* we denote a locally convex topology on @i(^) defined by all seminorms P^IL, ^, 5e^+(^). In the case @ = @ 00 (T) every operator ^e=^f + (^) can be estimated by a power of T, and therefore the topology /3* is defined by the following denumerable system of seminorms (see also [25] ) :
In correspondence with (2. 10-2. 11) the /3*-topology can also be given by the seminorms:
?»(/(»)= sup ||fc,|li#}. As a consequence of (3.3) and the characterization of the & (&,&') by the finiteness of the first seminorm in (2. 10), we see that the right-hand side of (3.6) is also defined for joe©^^) and A^&(3,S'). We choose the notation trpA also for this general case, but pA is in general not a nuclear operator (also not bounded). 
ii) The completion of a topological *-algebra *£/[<?] is a Qu*-algebra
The completion functions leads beyond the category of topological *-algebras. The category of Q^*-algebras is the smallest extension with completion. Since the completeness of the observable ^-algebras in statistical physics is important for the existence of limits (e. g. thermodynamical limit), the fundamental results on general *-algebras in physics (see [457, 14, 37338, 39, 40] ) must be generalized to Qu*-algebras.
Let us call a dense domain ^[/f]CJf a basic space, if it is reflexive and Lemma 2. 4 and Lemma 3 B 2 hold true.
In this paper, all basic spaces are of the form @ = &°°(T) a
Theorem 3 8 5 e i) Let 2 be a basic space. For the topologies of (2, 7) we choose the abbreviation T=T^ T*=T®. (&(9,®')\r\, J^+(S)) is a Qu*-algebra, ii) For A^J?(@, 2'} the multiplications B-+AB, BA are continuous linear maps from J^+(^) [r*] to
Proof: i) By Lemma 2. 4 we have only to show the continuity of the multiplication. But by (2.6) we get for (3.9) ii) Let 5e^+(S) and At=& (9,9') we call CQ^*-algebra resp. l/KQ.^-algebra if it is isomorphic to a CQ^*-algebra resp. algebra of operators.
In the C£*-algebra (J2f(^, ^OW, ^f + (^)) the *-algebra is maximal in the sense of the following lemma. 3f is assumed to be a basic space. 2,iii) ).
In ii) we chose the fact that ( 5 l (^} is an ideal in ^+(^) ( [28] , see also [36, 37] The differential operator T generates the Hilbert scale
of Sobolev spaces, <$? =lim s proj^, <^' = lim 5 ind^f s . Since T~2 d is a nuclear operator, besides J? («$*,«?") =©i («**)' we have also = J^+(^)[r]' = j^(^, ^')W' [28] (see also [29] ). & is a Montel space [16] , Therefore, the last duality relation is a special case of the more general results in [34] . 
From the classical Banach space only the symbols f^L 2 are in correspondence to a well-known class of operators, namely to the Hilbert-Schmidt-operators W(f) e@ 2 [32] , and for /, 9 p)dq dp.
If /<E^2, then WX/)e@i («$"), but the symbols of all nuclear operators do not form a classical Banach space. In [6] it has been shown that there are nonsummable functions leading to nuclear operators but also bounded functions corresponding to unbounded operators (see also [9, 10, 15] [5, 12] , studied in detail in [41] , where they are called GLS-symbols (see [12] ). Proof: We shall prove the estimation (4.11). ii) follows from iii), since the k in iii) can be chosen independently of r. Furthermore, the integers m, n in ii) can be arbitrary, and therefore i) is a consequence of ii). We conclude the paper with a remark. In [10] it has been introduced the set <Jt dS 2 of such distributions f, for which the twisted products f ° Si g°f^$2 for every g^S 2 
